An important limitation on the maximum beam current in a recirculating linac is due to beam breakup caused by higher order modes (HOM) excited in the RF cavities. A HOM delivers a transverse kick to a beam bunch, the bunch on the next pass can then drive the HOM and cause it to grow until the beam is lost. Two codes, MATBBU and TDBBU, have been written to estimate the threshold current for a set of HOMs and accelerator optics. The relative merits and limitations of each is discussed in detail.
INTRODUCTION
OAen the greatest beam current limitation in a recirculating linac is imposed by beam breakup (BBU) caused by transverse higher order modes (HOMs) in the accelerating cavities. The basic idea, very briefly, is that a bunch paking through a cavity off axis excites 'a transverse electromagnetic mode in the cavity. When the same bunch later returns to that same cavity, it will again interact with the same mode; under the correct circumstances, that mode will grow until it deflects the beam sufficiently to cause the beam to be lost. The exact combination of HOM characteristics, beam transport, and recirculation time determine whether a given mode will lead to an instability.
For a single recirculation, a singe cavity, and a single mode, the expression for the beam break threshold current is approximately!" where I, is the threshold current, p,c is. the momentum leaving the cavity, e is the charge of the electron, (WQ), is the shunt impedance, Qm the quality factor of the mode, k, is the wavenumher of the mode, cu, is the frequency of the mode, MI:" is the component of the transport mauix, and t, is the recirculation time. One approach is to use the TDBBU code written by G.Krafft, modified by B.Yunn, and then by K.Beard. It works in the time domain as a tracking code. Individual bunches are injected into the machine; a small amount of noise is added, the bunches stepped through the machine, and each HOM mode updated. The process is repeated for a time long (-lox) with respect to the growth time of a mode , , ) , and the transverse positions of the bunches at a point in the machine are plotted. An instability appears as growth in the transverse position:
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Figure I : TDBBU output for stable (14,) and unstable (IX,) examples.
To find the threshold current, the current used is turned up an down and the calculation repeated; an automatic algorithm to do this is included in the new version of TDBBU. It examines the output and decides whether the situation appears stable, unstable, or indeterminate, then adjusts the current appropriately and runs again.
As the required &time goes -NHOMr * QJu,. this approach is becomes cumbersome for very high Qs. Another approach is to solve the problem in the frequency domain. If one assumes a steady state solution, the problem can be reduced to solving for the complex eigenvalues of a
MATBBU
The MATBBUL71 code reads in the same input file as HOMs/axis, requiring that a complex I 1 1x1 11 matrix's eigenvalues be found. This takes some significant time on any computer; in addition, the high Q s mean that the regions of interest are very narrow; only a few Hz wide.
Typically, one would like to sweep a 2MHz wide space;
doing that with just "brute force" by sweeping in IHz steps requires 2 .~1 0~ steps, or, very roughly for a 733MHz Pentium 111, about that number of seconds (about 3 weeks) for each band (there were 11). In addition, this sweep should be repeated many times for a number of different HOM distributions representing manufacturing tolerances (typically 10). Putting that together, one would expect to use about 7 years of CPU time.
That seemed too long a time to wait. To make matters worse, the time to solve a single matrix goes roughly as NH0M3.6, so solving the case o f for the CEBAF 12 GeV upgrade with 800 HOMdaxis rather than the FEL upgrade's 56 would require roughly 14,000 times the CPU time.
Fortunately, there are several ways to speed up the process. First, the eigenvalues' behavior is smoothly varying; an infinitesimal change in the frequency should only change an eigenvalue slightly. This means that an active search can be used; the frequency is changed up or down slightly and the eigenvalues tracked to determine the frequency at which they cross the positive real axis. The minimum frequency step size isthen only limited by. the numeric noise. The actual algorithm is somewhat more complicated by the presence of multiple eigenvalues and is discussed in detail in the tech note (' 1.
Previous versions of the code required the user to attempt to extrapolate the threshold fmm relatively widely scattered points; the iterative search removes those ambieuities.
, Figure 2 . MATBBU output for 8 and 108 HOMs of interest in the 10 kW FEL with a proposed supercell module.
In many cases of interest the exact frequency of each HOM in each cavity isn't known, but predicted to be distributed about a central value. It is then necessary to run multiple cases representing "as built" accelerators. MATBBU can now automatically generate and run input files with the appropriate distributions, and the results can then be shown as a scatter plot. 
COMPARISON
Typically, the cutoff current is set to be at least IO times the threshold current of interest.
for modes with high Qs (>105), the used to set the as ' ' Q .
BBU at the design current. 
